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SUMMARY 
Hungary continues to make stable, steady progress towards EU enlargement, but this has not 
continued to bring electoral benefit to the government of Viktor Orban.  Faced with falling 
opinion poll ratings, Mr Orban reshuffled his government at the end of 1999.  Since then, 
environmental problems have dominated the news agenda – firstly, there was a cyanide spill at a 
mine in Romania that polluted the Tisza river; secondly, heavy floods affected the same region.  
Mr Orban has also been subject to criticism on the subject of control of the media.  
 
Accession negotiations with the EU have continued, although the Hungarians have called on the 
EU not to allow its internal discussions to hold up the date of accession.  The Hungarian 
government is confident that Hungary will be ready to join the EU in January 2003, although no 
target date has been set by the EU. 
 
 
I.  POLITICAL SITUATION 
1.  Recent History 
Following the 1947 elections in Hungary, the largest party was the Communist party. Having 
nationalised property and gradually eliminated other political parties, a Communist constitution 
was introduced in 1949 and Stalinist policies were followed. However, on 23 October 1956 
revolution erupted in Budapest. The Prime Minister, Imre Nagy, declared Hungarian neutrality 
and withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact. On November 4 the Soviet Red Army moved to re-
establish military control and by mid-December, the final resistance was crushed. Janos Kadar, 
general secretary of the newly restyled Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party, took over. Some 
moderation by the government began in the 1960s, and an amnesty for the revolutionaries was 
declared in 1963. 
 
Major economic reforms followed, with the introduction of the New Economic Mechanism in 
1968, a package designed to increase enterprise autonomy and the role of markets in economic 
decision-making. In 1982 small-scale private cooperative ventures were legalised. However, 
these reforms took place against a backdrop of unrest within the party between reformers and 
hardliners, and progressively from outside opposition groups. Mr Kadar was replaced as party 
secretary in 1988 by Karoly Grosz. As the pressure for reform grew Imre Nagy, who had been 
secretly executed in 1956, was given a public funeral and reburial. At the same time, round-table 
negotiations on new political institutions were started with opposition parties. In October 1989, 
the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party became the Hungarian Socialist Party (HSP). 
 
Parliamentary elections took place in March 1990, at which the Hungarian Democratic Forum 
(HDF) was the largest party. The HDF president, Joseph Antall, formed a coalition government 
with two other conservative parties, the Smallholders' Party (SP) and the Christian Democratic 
People's Party (CDPP). The liberal opposition parties, the Alliance of Free Democrats (AFD) 
and the Alliance of Young Democrats (Fidesz), joined the HSP in opposition. 
 
One major development was a deal made by Mr Antall with the largest opposition party, the 
AFD. Under this deal, the Prime Minister increased his powers and a member of the AFD, Arpad 
Goncz, was elected President by the Parliament. The agreement also removed the need for the 
two-thirds majority for most legislation. 
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The most recent elections took place in May 1998.  The results were seen as something of a 
surprise at the time.  The new Prime Minister was Viktor Orban of Fidesz, with the Independent 
Smallholders (SP) and Hungarian Democratic Forum as junior coalition partners.  The full 
results were: 
 
 

PARTY % VOTE FOR 
PARTY LIST 

INDIVIDUAL 
DISTRICTS 

WON 

TOTAL 
SEATS  

SEATS 
1994 

League of Young Democrats – 
Hungarian Civic Party (Fidesz)  

29.4 90 148 20 

Hungarian Socialist Party (HSP) 32.9 54 134 209 
Independent Smallholders' Party 
(SP) 

13.2 12 48 26 

Alliance of Free Democrats 
(AFD) 

7.6 2 24 70 

Hungarian Democratic Forum 
(HDF) 

2.8 17 17 37 

Hungarian Justice and Life Party 
(MIEP) 

5.5 - 14 0 

Christian Democrats 2.3 - 0 22 
Independent/Others 6.3 1 1 2 

 
2.  Institutions 
The present constitution is a radically amended version of the Communist-era constitution, 
passed in 1949 and amended in 1972. The Parliament elected in 1985 undertook a wide-ranging 
revision in late 1989, including declaring Hungary a republic, eliminating the privileged position 
of the ruling party and introducing a number of administrative and legal reforms. A multiparty 
committee has been working on a new constitution for the past couple of years, but divisions 
between parties and within the ruling Hungarian Socialist Party have prevented agreement on a 
text from being reached in Parliament. 
 
Hungary is a parliamentary democracy with a single-chamber National Assembly. The electoral 
system is complex, combining elements of majority and proportional voting. Of the 386 seats in 
the National Assembly, 176 are elected from individual constituencies. An absolute majority is 
needed to secure election on the first round, otherwise two or three candidates advance to the 
second round. Candidates are not required to reside in the constituency they hope to represent. 
The remaining seats are allocated proportionately according to the party-list vote at the national 
and regional levels.  In 1990, there was a 4% threshold for parties to enter Parliament, which was 
raised to 5% for the 1994 elections. 
 
The President of the republic is elected by Parliament for a five-year period. While the President 
is responsible for appointment to certain posts, the office is largely ceremonial. 
 
3.  Current political issues 
i) Coalition reshuffle 
In the face of negative public opinion polls, the Prime Minister Viktor Orban undertook his first 
ministerial reshuffle in December 1999.  The Minister for Economic Affairs, Attila Chikan, who 
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had been unenthusiastic about the government's pro-growth policies, was replaced by Gyorgy 
Matolcsy, the architect of the ruling party's pre-election economic programme.  
The Minister of National Cultural Heritage, Jozsef Hamori, was replaced by Zoltan 
Rockenbauer, a veteran party member and state secretary in the Prime Minister's Office.  Posts 
controlled by one of the coalition partners, the SP, were not affected by the reshuffle.  The leader 
of the SP, Jozsef Torgyan, who holds the post of Minister of Agriculture and Regional 
Development, resisted efforts to replace the Defence Minister, Janos Szabo, and the Environment 
Minister, Pal Pepo (under the coalition agreement between Fidesz and the SP, both these 
portfolios are controlled by the latter).  It appears that the SP was rewarded for supporting the 
government's budget, which did not include the higher subsidies that the party had originally 
demanded for agriculture. 
  
In late January the Prime Minister gave up his post as chairman of Fidesz-HCP in a move aimed 
at allowing his successor to devote more time to ensuring that the party was prepared for the 
parliamentary election in 2002.  It is the first time since the first post-Communist election in 
1990 that the head of the government has not held the leading post in his party out of choice.  Mr 
Orban said that he had come to the realisation over the past 18 months that he simply did not 
have the time to do both jobs properly.  
 
An extraordinary party congress elected the Minister without Portfolio with responsibility for 
national security, Laszlo Kover, to the position of party chairman.  A founder of the party, Mr 
Kover is one of the Prime Minister's closest associates.  
 
ii) Friction within the coalition 
There are increasing signs of friction between the two main coalition partners, Fidesz-HCP and 
the SP.  Just before the senior ruling party held its extraordinary congress, Mr Orban was quoted 
as saying that he was not in favour of Mr Torgyan being nominated for the position of President 
of Hungary, which is due to become vacant in June (the President is elected by Parliament rather 
than directly by the electorate).  Mr Orban said that it would be better if the incumbent, Arpad 
Goncz, stayed on as President.  The SP responded by arguing that there could be no bargaining 
on this issue because the coalition agreement gave it the right to nominate the candidate for the 
presidency.  
 
Only a few months remain for a compromise to be agreed between the two parties, and this will 
require Fidesz-HCP to make concessions to the SP on other issues, for example the agricultural 
budget.  In late 1999 press reports indicated that the Prime Minister's office was looking into the 
possibility of governing as a minority, in case the coalition did not survive the presidential 
nomination process.  However, although a breakdown of the coalition cannot be ruled out, a 
fresh election would not be in the SP's interests, given its low standing in the opinion polls and 
the likelihood that it would end up with fewer seats than it has now.  The same applies to Fidesz-
HCP, which makes a compromise the most likely outcome of the dispute.  
 
All is not well either in relations with the third coalition partner, the HDF.  On February 2nd the 
leader of the HDF, Ibolya David, announced the formation of the Right Hand of Peace 2000, a 
grouping of moderate right-wing forces.  In addition to the HDF, the Hungarian Democratic 
People's Party (HDPP), the Entrepreneurs' Party, and the Christian Democratic Union are 
represented in the new formation.  The leader of the HDPP, Erzsebet Pusztai, said that 
Hungarians are disillusioned by politics and its "unduly sharp tone".  The HDPP was formed in 
1996, when moderate deputies left the HDF, but failed to gain parliamentary representation in 
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1998.  Both Fidesz-HCP and the SP appeared to be taken by surprise by the formation of the new 
grouping, which indicates that the third element in the coalition is not particularly satisfied with 
its subsidiary role in government and is looking ahead to the next election. 
 
iii) Government relations with the Press 
Journalists have accused Prime Minister Viktor Orban of pursuing personal interests in his bid to 
change the media law by strengthening correction requirements.  In October, Fidesz won lower-
court victories in two libel suits against a weekly magazine, which had carried a story alleging 
that in 1993 money from the sale of Fidesz’s headquarters was channelled through party-friendly 
companies to help Mr Orban’s father buy a mine.  The court found that the article erred by 
referring to the companies as "Fidesz firms", when the party did not own them.  After Fidesz 
won the suit, Mr Orban called for the press-law changes.  However, Mr Orban was accused by 
the Association of Hungarian Journalists (Muosz) of suggesting the changes solely because he 
had been personally involved in a libel case.  This suggestion was denied.  
 
On 29 February, the Parliament failed to appoint a media board for the Hungarian Television 
Public Foundation.  Two SP MPs abstained from voting, and MPs from the HDF did not 
participate in the ballot.  Earlier, the Parliament had approved an incomplete National Radio and 
Television Board.  Then on 6 March, Hungarian Prosecutor-General Kalman Gyorgyi resigned 
since his opinion that it would be unconstitutional to elect only government representatives to 
media boards was not taken into consideration. 
 
On 13 March, the International Press Institute published its 1999 annual report on the state of the 
press around the world, criticising the lack of transparency and accountability in the Hungarian 
press.  The report noted incidents in which journalists were attacked or their offices searched.  It 
also described a Constitutional Court decision upholding the "incomplete" formation of 
Hungarian Television's board of trustees as "surprising. 
 
On 14 March, some 6,000 demonstrators marched across Budapest to demand an independent 
supervisory board for the broadcast media.  Mr Orban reacted by pointing to a recent poll in 
which half of the respondents believed press freedom was not in danger in the country, while 41 
percent believed it was.  He added that "party affiliation" has a lot to do with the way people 
assess the media, noting that 77 percent of the supporters of his party, FIDESZ, do not believe 
press freedom is in danger, and continued that in several EU countries the government was 
directly responsible for certain  sensitive media appointments, which was not the case in 
Hungary.  
 
iv) Cyanide spill 
On 31 January, large quantities of cyanide from a Romanian mine leaked into the Szamos River, 
and Hungary's second-largest river, the Tisza, was subsequently polluted as well, resulting in 
more than 10 tons of toxic waste.  Afterwards, a second spill of some 20,000 metric tons of mud 
contaminated with lead, copper, and zinc began oozing into the Tisza on 11 March.  Hungarian 
authorities ordered the highest state of alert on the entire stretch of the Upper Tisza, between the 
towns of Tiszabecs and Tokaj.  Government Commissioner Janos Gonczy said the effects of the 
heavy metals contamination could be even more lasting than the recent cyanide spill.  Prime 
Minister Viktor Orban said that if no other way could be found, international pressure should be 
brought to bear on Romania to sign treaties on environmental protection  
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The chairman of the parliamentary environmental protection committee, Zoltan Illes, called the 
incident the worst environmental disaster in eastern Europe since the Chernobyl nuclear accident 
in Ukraine in 1986.  Hungarian environmental officials criticised the slow reaction by the EU, 
whose environmental officials took two weeks before they began to assess the damage, and have 
said that total rehabilitation of the river may take 10-15 years.  Mr Martonyi criticised Esmeralda 
Exploration, the Australian owners of 50% of the Aurul gold smelter, who denied responsibility 
for the incident, claiming that the environmental disaster was not caused by the cyanide spill but 
by cold weather and the chemicals introduced to neutralise the spill.  The Romanian government 
owns 45% of the Aurul smelter, with private investors owning the remaining 5%.  
 
Viktor Orban told journalists on 18 March after meeting with his Romanian counterpart, Mugur 
Isarescu, in Budapest that while he had received "all possible explanations" about the causes of 
the Tisza River pollution, Hungary had suffered damage caused by others and those others must 
pay compensation, whereas Foreign Minister Janos Martonyi told reporters in Brussels on 21 
March that the repeated contamination of the Tisza River raised the issue of Romania's liability. 
 
On 3 April, the Environmental Ministers of Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine, and Hungary met in 
Budapest to sign an agreement on preventing future trans-national environmental disasters. 
 
v) Floods 
On 8 April, Prime Minister Viktor Orban declared a state of emergency along rivers in Eastern 
Hungary following extensive flooding along the Tisza River. Mr. Orban appointed Transport, 
Telecommunications, and Water Minister Kalman Katona as government commissioner in 
charge of flood protection and gave him unlimited power to order police and army units to 
defence work.  More than 100 people had been evacuated from their homes.  Some 7,500 people 
were engaged in rescue work in the flooded area.  Mr Katona estimated that about 10.5 billion 
forints ($39 million) would be needed in the next 30 days to cover the expected cost of dealing 
with the flood.  
 
vi) Army reform 
In July the Defence Ministry began a review of defence strategy to assess what type of army the 
country should operate and what resources it will require.  The ministry is planning to prepare a 
concept paper by the end of September.  The review comes in reaction to the gradual decline in 
the armed forces, which have been deprived of funds for modernisation.  There have been 
suggestions of plans to reduce the number of soldiers by 10,000 to 15,000, but Mr Fodor said in 
July that any reduction would be less than this.  
 
Lack of funding could hold up the modernisation plans however, as the Defence Ministry is 
reported to be facing a Ft10bn ($42.7m) shortfall in 1999.  As a result, the government is 
reported to have requested that NATO allow it to revise its financial commitment to the alliance, 
which was Ft2.2bn in 1999.  The army will be competing for funds with the air force, whose 
development plan includes the purchase of jet fighters by the end of 2000 and modernising the 
existing fleet.  It needs 30-32 Western-made, multi-function combat aircraft to participate in 
NATO missions.  These aircraft will replace MiG-21 jets scheduled for withdrawal in 2001-02.  
Instead of buying new aircraft, the air force plans to purchase reserve aircraft for symbolic 
prices, which could be upgraded for $5m-7m each. 
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vii) Roma population 
In common with many of the other countries in the region,  the plight of the Roma minority is a 
source of concern.  The Roma Press Centre has highlighted specific cases of discrimination and 
abuse of the Roma.  Cases cited included Roma children being separated from the rest of the 
school in one area, a complaint upheld by the local court.  In another case, a district court ruled 
that a council would have to pay damages for granting social benefits only if applicants were 
willing to do voluntary social work for the town.  In addition to those cases which have been 
through the courts, many Roma complain of unsympathetic treatment from the police and 
pervasive low-level discrimination in many aspects of life. 
  
viii) Regional Relations 
Romania 
Relations between Romania and Hungary have improved over the last few years.  Important 
progress has been made in the areas covering the education law and the situation of the 
Hungarian minority in Romania in general. 
 
At the end of July 1999, a session of the Romanian-Hungarian Joint Intergovernmental 
Commission took place in Bucharest, chaired by the foreign ministers of the two states.  The 
specialised committees of the joint commission debated issues of common interest such as: 
European and Euro-Atlantic integration, national minorities, culture, education and religious 
denominations, cooperation in the military field, infrastructure, environment, cross-border 
cooperation and cooperation between local administrations, trade and diplomatic relations.  With 
regard to the possibility of the Romanian minority living in Hungary being represented in the 
Hungarian parliament, a new legal framework will have to be elaborated by the Hungarian 
authorities to deal with this matter. 
 
However, two areas of dispute between Hungary and Romania have been highlighted: failure to 
restore church property and to set up the planned Hungarian-language state university.  Mr 
Orban has criticised the slowness of church property restitution and said that he regretted having 
to bring up issues related to ethnic Hungarians in talks with Romanian leaders.  But he added 
that Hungary was reluctant to compromise when it came to the situation of ethnic Hungarians in 
Romania.  He reinforced support for the demand for a Hungarian university and suggested that 
recent proposals to establish a church-supported Hungarian language university might provide a 
solution. 
 
In late November 1999 representatives of the Hungarian government and the Hungarian 
Democratic Union in Romania (HDUR) agreed on the financing of a privately funded Hungarian 
university in Transylvania, Romania.  The Hungarian government pledged Ft2bn, but the HDUR 
noted that the amount was far less than needed.  The HDUR continues to demand a Romanian 
state-funded Hungarian university, but plans to use Hungarian government support in the 
interim. The Romanian Education Minister, Andrei Marga, has rejected the idea of a separate 
state-supported Hungarian university.  The minister, who was formerly rector of Babes-Bolyai 
University in Cluj, maintains that the best way to create a "multicultural" university is to work 
with existing structures at Babes-Bolyai, where it would be possible to take degrees in 
Romanian, Hungarian and German. 
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Slovakia 
Slovak Language Law 
The Hungarian government has severely criticised a law on minority languages passed by 
Slovakia in July.  The law permits minorities to use their native language in official matters in 
areas in which they make up at least 20% of the population.  The Hungarian Foreign Ministry 
claimed that the introduction of a lower limit breached undertakings made by Slovakia in the 
basic treaty between the two countries.  It called on Slovakia to allow its Hungarian minority to 
use its language freely in both public and private life.  
 
The Foreign Ministry also criticised Slovakia for failing to heed calls from the Hungarian 
Coalition Party (SMK), the largest political grouping representing Slovakia's Hungarian 
minority, for the 20% limit to be dropped from the law.  The SMK opposed the bill and put 
forward an alternative proposal extending the use of minority languages to education, the courts, 
culture and the media.  However, the new law received the backing of various EU forums, while 
the President of Slovakia, Rudolf Schuster, expressed the hope that it would not damage 
relations between the two countries. 
 
Gabcikovo-Nagymaros dam 
Protests against the construction of the dam at the end of the 1980s were an important rite of 
passage in the political life of many in Hungary, and the issue has a special resonance for many 
Hungarians.  Implementation of the International Court of Justice ruling was a prominent 
election issue, after the HSP announced, without any prior public discussion, that it had reached 
an agreement with the Slovak authorities to complete the dam in line with the judgement from 
the International Court of Justice in the Hague. Demonstrations against the plan to build the dam 
and opposition within Parliament led the government to withdraw from its agreement with the 
Slovaks.  All parliamentary parties except the HSP (the then main government party) opposed 
the agreement, and the government finally agreed to postpone any decision until after the 
election, even though it meant that the March deadline from the Court for reaching an agreement 
passed. The new government has not officially restarted negotiations with Slovakia, but has said 
that it is keen to resolve the issue without going back to the Court in the Hague.  
 
In December 1999 Hungary presented an 800-page proposal to Slovakia aimed at solving the 
dispute.  The latest proposal asks Slovakia to divert the course of the Danube river back to the 
Szigetkoz region of Hungary in exchange for abandoning its claim to electricity from the 
Gabcikovo power station. The water is currently being used to generate electricity in Slovakia.  
 
 
Other issues 
The Hungarian and Slovak Transport Ministers issued a statement in May 1999 that the 
reconstruction of the Maria Valeria bridge between Sturovo (Slovakia) and Esztergom (Hungary) 
over the Danube should be completed by the beginning of 2001.  Work is due to start at the 
beginning of 2000 and should be finished the same year, or by the start of 2001 at the latest.  The 
bridge should be higher than the original bridge, be similar to the previous design, and include a 
special cycle path.  The international tender is expected to be declared in September. 
 
The Maria Valeria bridge, named after a daughter of the Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph I, was 
blown up by the retreating Nazis in December 1944.  The reconstruction of the bridge is 
supported by the EU, which has set aside  5m from the Phare programme (about half the total 
cost). 
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II. ECONOMIC SITUATION 
 
1. PROGRESS ACHIEVED DURING THE TRANSITION PROCESS (1995 – 1998) 
 
A)  ECONOMIC STRATEGY 
 
Hungary has been regarded as the most advanced country in terms of the transition from a 
planned economy to a market economy. However, the collapse of COMECON initially caused a 
recession in Hungary between 1990 and 1994.  
But a clear-cut political will led to the adoption in March 1995 of a stabilisation programme 
which produced a spectacular recovery. The monetary and budgetary policies on which the 
stabilisation programme was based can be summarised as follows: 
 
Monetary policy 
One of the main elements of this policy was the establishment of a parity system with narrow 
fluctuation bands, enabling the forint to remain close to the lower limit of the band. 
 
Budgetary policy 
This was based on: 
 
- drastic reductions in expenditure, mainly in relation to public-sector salaries; 
 
- severe cuts in budgetary transfers to social security funds. 
 
Revenue from the privatisation of organisations helped to improve the budgetary situation, 
making it possible to reduce the deficit by more than half to 3.1% of GDP in 1996. 
 
In addition to the implementation of this macroeconomic policy, structural reforms were carried 
out: 
 
- banking:  

recapitalisation of banks and restructuring measures. By the end of 1996, banking had 
been almost entirely privatised. 

 
- privatisation: 
 

the 1995 law gave rise to a major privatisation campaign: telecommunications, gas, 
banking and industries. 
 

B) INITIAL RESULTS (up to 1996) 
 
Wage restraint and a fall in public consumption led to a decline in domestic demand in 1995 and 
1996. This slowed the growth of GDP, which fell from 2.9% in 1994 to 1.5% in 1995 and 1.3% 
in 1996. 
 
Although growth remained positive, this was due to exports: the devaluation of the forint 
stimulated the rise in exports in 1995, reducing the deficit on the current account of the balance 
of payments. 
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The rate of inflation fell from 28.2% in 1995 to 23.6% in 1996. 
 
Unemployment fell from 10.4% in 1995 to 10% in 1996. 
 
C)  CONSOLIDATION (1997-1998) 
 
Hungary's growth was consolidated, stimulated by a regular volume of direct foreign investment 
which helped to modernise the economy and accelerate growth. 
 
The restructuring of public finances and a marked improvement in the balance of payments made 
it possible to reduce external indebtedness. 
 
The slowing-down caused by the 1995 stabilisation programme gave way to an acceleration of 
growth, marked in particular by a considerable rise in industrial production from + 2.3% in 1996 
to + 11.1% in 1997. 
 
The GDP rose by  5.1% in 1998  (as against 4.4% in 1997). 
 
The external position improved further in 1997-1998: 
 
in 1997, the deficit on current transactions fell by 40% in comparison with 1996 because of a fall 
of more than a third in the deficit on the trade balance and an improvement in the balance on 
tourism; 
 
in 1998, foreign trade continued to pick up, and exports exceeded imports in the first three 
quarters. 
 
Consumption increased as wages continued to rise and unemployment fell.  
 
Inflation declined from 18.3% in 1997 to 14.3% in 1998. 
 
The government stuck to its budgetary policy, and the budget deficit fell to 4.8% of GDP in 
1997. The budget deficit climbed back up to 5.4% of GDP in 1998, however. 
 
External debt, which had been falling since 1996 ($ 27 bn in that year, as against $ 31.5 bn in 
1995), fell further in 1997 (to $ 23.7 bn), before rising slightly in 1998 (to $ 25.1 bn). 
 
In the field of structural reform, two main developments occurred in 1997: 
 
- the adoption of a new pension scheme (which particularly entailed a reduction in the employers' 
contribution), 
 
- the privatisation of the banking sector was completed. 
 
 

* * * 
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2. CURRENT SITUATION AND FURTHER OUTLOOK 
 
In 1999 the Hungarian economy showed considerable resistance to the hostile environment 
created by the war in former Yugoslavia. It is estimated that Hungary achieved a 4.2% GDP 
growth rate in 1999,  an unexpectedly good outturn. 
Growth slowed in the first few months of 1999, mainly due to a reduction in industrial activity as 
a result of weak exports. A reduction in agricultural output and a slow-down in the building, 
transport and communications sectors also contributed, although to a lesser extent, to the trend. 
However, GDP growth picked up again after the second quarter. According to the Oxford 
Analytica Data Base (OADB), this rising trend was the result of increased direct foreign 
investment coupled with the implementation of structural reforms in the commercial sector, 
which helped Hungary gain external markets in Euroland. Increased exports, together with a 
decline in imports, led to a lower than expected deficit on the current account of the balance of 
payments: according to the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), this stood at US$ 2.8 billion, or 
5.8% of GDP, in 1999. 
Although the rate of inflation in 1999, estimated at 9.8% by the EIU, exceeded the official target, 
it was still much lower than the 14.3% recorded in 1998. 
The budget deficit fell by comparison with 1998 to 4.5% of GDP, in line with official forecasts. 
The unemployment rate also declined to 9.6% in 1999. 

* * * 
Overall, Hungary's economic performance can be ascribed to the policies pursued tenaciously 
throughout recent years, which have given the country a solid economic base. 
The 2000 budget is based on a 2.5% increase in expenditure, which would keep the deficit at 
around 3.5% of GDP. The forecast inflation rate is 6-7%. A 9-11% rise in imports and exports is 
also forecast, with a consequent US$ 2.5 billion reduction in the current account deficit. 
Within this budgetary framework, the government has laid down the following priorities: 
development of infrastructures, particularly in connection with the road network, family policy, 
agriculture and defence. 
The budget demonstrates one continuing weakness of Hungary's public finances in comparison 
to other central European countries, the reason for which is structural: the deficit in the social 
security (sickness insurance and pensions) sector, which the government has not succeeded in 
reining in. This situation worries the OECD, which issued a highly critical report on Hungary's 
health sector in 1999. It notes that Hungary's citizens have the lowest life expectancy of any 
OECD country and that the health care system is out of kilter, with an abundance of doctors and 
not enough paramedical staff. So the government is faced with the task of making the necessary 
structural reforms to avoid increasing the burden on public finances. 
 
In its report of 13 October 1999, the Commission expressed its concern about the budget deficit 
while noting that macro-economic stability had been maintained.  
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III.  RELATIONS WITH THE EU 
Hungary was among the group of countries with which the EU opened accession negotiations on 
31 March 1998. 
 
1.  Position of the Commission  
On 13 October 1999, the European Commission published its second Regular Report on 
Progress towards Accession.  In its conclusion it stated that “Hungary fulfils the Copenhagen 
political criteria.  Two areas still need attention.  The first is the situation of the Roma, where the 
government is beginning to implement its medium-term Roma action plan and needs to make 
available adequate budgetary resources.  The second is the fight against corruption where recent 
efforts need to be reinforced. 
 
“Hungary is a functioning market economy and the legal and institutional structures which 
underpin the market economy have been further strengthened.  It should be able to cope with the 
competitive pressure and market forces within the Union in the medium term, provided it 
continues to make further progress in structural reforms. 
 
“Macroeconomic stability has been maintained, inflation has fallen and economic growth has 
continued.  However, the widening current account, if unchecked, could threaten the 
macroeconomic gains achieved in recent years.  Progress has been made in a number of 
structural areas, most notably budgetary reform, pension reform, and privatisation.  However, 
recent decisions affecting the pension system have called into question the government’s 
commitment to pension reform. 
 
 “Hungary continues to make progress in aligning and implementing the acquis in most sectors. 
In the internal market, progress has continued as regards laws on public procurement and 
intellectual property (except as regards retroactive patent protection) and efforts have been 
focused on ensuring their effective implementation.  Notable progress has been made in adopting 
legislation on self-employment which removes restrictions on EU-individuals wanting to 
establish in Hungary.  Although efforts need to pick up in transposing EU standards and to 
ensure the functioning of market surveillance, Hungary is well advanced in implementing the 
new approach in the standards and certification areas.  Hungary has adopted a law on state aids 
which should facilitate the development of an effective system of state aid monitoring and 
control. progress is quite steady but slow in the agricultural, veterinary and phytosanitary fields 
and efforts need to be accelerated considerably if a sufficient level of alignment is to be achieved 
over the medium term.  Hungary is relatively well advanced in alignment in the transport sector 
although the rail sector is lagging behind in terms of alignment and actual restructuring of the 
railways.  Hungary has continued to consolidate the policy framework for financial control by 
defining the scope of audits and the distribution of tasks and responsibilities between the various 
institutions involved. 
 
“Important progress was made in overall alignment in the VAT/excise area, but discriminatory 
provisions in the excise area are still causing problems.  Further alignment is needed in the 
audio-visual areas as concerns European works and satellite broadcast monitoring. side from the 
fight against organised crime, the pace of alignment has been slow in the area of justice and 
home affairs, particularly with respect to border management and asylum.  Little progress has 
been made with regard to labour and health and safety at work.  There has been a noticeable slow 
down in the adoption of environment legislation and no progress has been made in customs.  
Given the size of the transposition task which remains to be done in these sectors, significant 
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efforts need to be undertaken to ensure further progress.  While strategic plans have been 
adopted in the environment and energy sectors, it is essential that they be quickly implemented.  
In some areas such as regional development, whilst the legislative framework has been in place 
for some time, progress in implementation has been limited due to a lack of budgetary and 
human resources. 
 
“Hungary has made steady progress in building up its administrative capacity to apply the 
acquis.  Steps have been taken toward general public administration reform and continued 
emphasis has been placed on the development of specific European policy and law training 
courses throughout the administration and in the judiciary.  Most of the key institutions needed 
for implementation of the internal market are in place.  Nonetheless the administration still needs 
to be strengthened in specific areas such as state aid control, market surveillance 
(implementation of product liability legislation) and veterinary and plant health.  Hungary needs 
to allocate sufficient budgetary and administrative resources to regional development and 
environment and improve capacities to use, monitor and control EU financial assistance.  There 
is room for granting further independence to authorities such as the Government Control Office 
and the Communications Authority. 
 
“Hungary has satisfactorily addressed most of its short term Accession Partnership priorities 
with the exception of administrative strengthening in regional development, steel sector 
restructuring and alignment in the environment sector.  Hungary has also made good progress in 
implementing the medium term priorities.” 
 
The full text of the report can be found on the Commission’s website, at 
http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/enlargement/hungary/rep_10_99/index.htm.  For details of the 
Commission's Opinion on Hungary's application for membership given in July 1997 see the 
previous document 167.296/rev.1.  Details of the Accession Partnership can also be found in the 
same document. 
 
The Commission is currently preparing the EU's "common negotiating positions" for the opening 
of the last negotiating chapters with Hungary and the five other countries of the Luxembourg 
group (i.e. those applicant countries with whom negotiations were opened first.  The remaining 
chapters are free movement of persons, regional policy, justice and home affairs, agriculture, and 
financial control.  Once negotiations on these chapters have been opened, Member States and the 
Commission will be able to respond more precisely to the requests for exemptions or transitional 
periods for the applicant countries, chapter by chapter. 
 
On 6 April, a joint assessment of the priorities of Hungary's medium-term economic policy 
(the second, following the one in June 1997), was signed by Commissioner Solbes and 
Hungarian Finance Minister Jarai. The document deals especially with measures regarding three 
sectors: health, local administration, and the railways.  EU economic and financial commissioner 
Pedro Solbes said after signing the joint EU-Hungarian report that the Hungarian government's 
economic programme was ambitious but "too optimistic" as regards inflation.  
 
2.  Position of the Parliament 
When the Parliament considered its opinion on the Commission's Agenda 2000 and Opinions on 
the applications for membership, it was the view of the House that an enlargement process 
should be as inclusive as possible. On 4 December 1997, the Parliament adopted a "Resolution 
on the Communication from the Commission 'Agenda 2000 - for a stronger and wider Union'" 
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(C4-0371/97). The resolution states that Parliament "believes that intensive negotiations on an 
individual basis should begin with the countries which have made the most progress and - while 
noting some factual inaccuracies - supports the Commission's evaluations of which these 
countries presently are".  Specifically on Hungary, the resolution merely echoes the 
Commission's assessment, and trusts that the pre-accession strategy will help Hungary to meet its 
requirements for membership. 
 
sParliament also stressed the importance of the European Conference (to which all 11 CEEC 
applicants and Turkey have been invited), seeing it "as an essential instrument for political 
cooperation". 
 
During the March part-session, the Parliament adopted a resolution "on the Commission 
proposal for Council Decisions on the principles, priorities, intermediate objectives, and 
conditions contained in the accession partnerships with the applicant countries" (A4-0087/98). 
While broadly agreeing with the priorities set out in the partnerships, the rapporteur on Hungary 
did not consider appropriate the inclusion of a demand from the Commission that Hungary 
improve the integration of the Roma minority. 
 
Parliament adopted a resolution on “the Regular Report from the Commission on Hungary's 
progress towards accession"  (A4-0154/99).  The resolution welcomed the start of negotiations 
and “the substantial improvement in Hungary's relations with its neighbours, particularly 
Slovakia and Romania”.  It noted “with satisfaction that, since the Meciar Government lost the 
elections in Slovakia, binding agreements have been concluded there to protect the Hungarian 
minority, particularly in the fields of culture, education and use of language.”  It also considered 
that “with regard to the issue of the Roma, the Hungarian Government has made considerable 
efforts since 1997 to improve the quality of life of this Hungarian minority and has also drawn 
up an action plan to attain this objective, but that it does not have adequate funds available for 
this.”  
 
3.  Position of the Council of Ministers 
At Madrid, the Council agreed that accession negotiations with Cyprus and Malta would start six 
months after the conclusion of the Intergovernmental Conference (IGC). It also stated that it 
would take the necessary decisions for launching the accession negotiations with the central and 
eastern European countries in the light of the outcome of the IGC. It hoped that "the preliminary 
stage of negotiations will coincide with the start of negotiations with Cyprus and Malta". At the 
Florence Council, this commitment was strengthened by the confirmation that negotiations with 
the central and eastern European countries would start at the same time as those with Cyprus and 
Malta, i.e. six months after the conclusion of the IGC. 
 
The Intergovernmental Conference was concluded at Amsterdam in June 1997. This cleared the 
way for negotiations to start within six months, in accordance with the Madrid conclusions. At 
Luxembourg in December 1997, the Council decided to "launch an accession process comprising 
the ten central and eastern European applicant states and Cyprus". In addition, the Council 
"decided to convene bilateral intergovernmental conferences in the spring of 1998 to begin 
negotiations with Cyprus, Hungary, Poland, Estonia, the Czech Republic and Slovenia on the 
conditions for their entry into the Union and the ensuing Treaty adjustments". 
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4.  Position of the Hungarian government 
The Foreign Minister, Mr Martonyi, has reiterated that the incoming Hungarian government is 
committed to joining the EU.  Although there was disappointment in some of the Hungarian 
media over the outcome of the Vienna summit, the government has not sought to be too critical 
of the pace of the accession progress.  It has stated that it understands that the priority at the 
moment for the EU is internal reform, but at the same time it has stressed that it would like to 
have a realistic date for accession.  For its part, it feels that Hungary will be ready for 2002. 
 
On 27 January, Mr Orban told his Portuguese counterpart, Antonio Guterres, that during 
Portugal's presidency the EU should start membership negotiations with Hungary in all areas.  
Mr Guterres said his country considered it important that the EU's internal reforms took into 
account the interests of EU candidates, including Hungary.  Mr Orban told reporters in Lisbon he 
was assured that all parliamentary parties in Portugal would support the quick ratification of 
Hungary's accession.  
 
Recently, Hungary's chief negotiator, Endre Juhasz, criticised the EU, saying that Member States 
had so far refused to reveal their negotiating positions on the more problematic chapters and, 
because of that, were preventing real negotiations from beginning on the most controversial 
aspects.  Mr Juhasz also complained to reporters in Brussels on 6 April that the EU "keeps 
meticulously silent" about which economic data it aimed to use as a basis for assistance to 
Hungarian regions.  He said he expected a more detailed explanation at ongoing accession talks. 
 
 
Hungary and the EU vis-à-vis Austria 
Mr Orban reacted critically to the stance taken by the EU towards the Austrian government when 
a coalition was formed in early February with Jorg Haider's far-right Freedom Party.  The 
Hungarian premier, in fact, regarded the EU's motion as undue intervention in a democratic 
nation's own affairs.  Consequently, the Austrian government reassured Hungary about the 
support Austria intends to give to EU enlargement and in particular to the accession of Hungary, 
despite Mr Haider's statements in favour of slowing down negotiations and waiting for candidate 
countries to have reached Austrian wage levels. 
 
About 1000 supporters of the far-right Hungarian Justice and Life Party (HJLP), which holds 14 
out of the 386-member parliament, held a rally to celebrate the Freedom Party's entry into the 
coalition government.  The HJLP shares the hostility of the Austrian Freedom Party towards EU 
enlargement and opposes Hungary's accession. 

 
 
 

* * * 
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For further information please contact: 
Adam Isaacs / EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT / DGIV 
Service for International Cooperation, Analysis and Documentary Research / Brussels 
Tel: (32) 2 284 3072 / Fax: (32) 2 284 9063 / e-mail: aisaacs@europarl.eu.int 
 
For further information on the economic section please contact: 
Mourad Mustapha-Pacha / EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT / DGIV 
Division for International and Constitutional Affairs/Luxembourg 
Tel: (352) 4300 23506 / e-mail: mmustapha@europarl.eu.int 
 

 
 
 

*  *  * 
 
 
Sources: Oxford Analytica Data Base, European Economy – Economic Reform Monitor 
(European Commission), Economist Intelligence Unit, BBC Monitoring Service, Reuters, 
Central Europe Online, Radio Free Europe, ISI Emerging Markets, Budapest Sun. 
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ANNEX 
 
HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT AS AT 22 DECEMBER 1999 
 
President (re-elected 19 June 1995)    Arpad GONCZ 
 
CABINET: (sworn in 8 July 1998) 
 
Prime Minister (appointed 18 June 1998)  Viktor ORBAN 
 
MINISTERS: 
Agriculture & Regional Development  Jozsef TORGYAN (SP) 
Defence      Janos SZABO (SP) 
Economics      Gyorgy MATOLCSY (FIDESZ) 
Education      Zoltan POKORNI (FIDESZ) 
Environment      Pal PEPO (SP) 
Finance      Zsigmond JARAI (FIDESZ) 
Foreign Affairs     Janos MARTONYI (FIDESZ) 
Health       Arpad GOGL (FIDESZ) 
Interior      Sandor PINTER (FIDESZ) 
Justice       Ibolya DAVID (HDF) 
National Cultural Heritage    Zoltan ROCKENBAUER (FIDESZ) 
Prime Minister's Office    Istvan STUMPF (FIDESZ) 
Social & Family Affairs    Peter HARRACH (FIDESZ) 
Sports & Youth     Tamas DEUTSCH (FIDESZ) 
Transport, Communications & Water   Kalman KATONA (FIDESZ) 
Without Portfolio     Laszlo KOVER (FIDESZ) 
(i/c of National Security) 
Without Portfolio     Imre BOROS (SP) 
(i/c of PHARE programmes) 
- - - - - - 
 
Speaker of Parliament     Janos ADER (FIDESZ) 
- - - - - - - 
PARTY AFFILIATIONS: 
Alliance of Young Democrats-Hungarian Civic Party - (FIDESZ) 
Independent Smallholders - (SP) 
Hungarian Democratic Forum - (HDF) 
- - - - - - - 
National (Central) Bank President   Gyorgy SURANYI 
- - - - - - - 
 

 
 


